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"This book is perfectly titled because truth does change everything. It 

changes whether we live in hope, love, and faith or fear and despair. 

Dr. Myers lays out what is at stake in the battle for Truth and offers a 

road map for how Truth can be known and experienced. This is a 

timely, insightful, and story-filled book." Sean McDowell, Ph.D, author 

of Chasing Love and A Rebel's Manifesto 

 

Most Americans now believe that Truth is up to the individual, rather 

than something we can objectively know. People talk about "speaking 

my truth" rather than "seeking the Truth."  

In his book, Truth Changes Everything, How People of Faith Can 

Transform the World in Times of Crisis, Dr. Jeff Myers, president of 

Summit Ministries, tells the fascinating stories of Jesus followers who 

lived for Truth and transformed their world in times of crisis. 

"Readers will be challenged, encouraged, and strengthened by this life-

changing message," said Steve Green, president of Hobby Lobby. 

Faced with unprecedented levels of social conflict, purposelessness, and 

hopelessness, readers desperately need to know whether Truth exists 

and how they can find it. 

“You and I live in a world where we cannot go a single day without 

hearing that truths are based on how we see things rather than on what 

exists to be seen,” writes Myers.  

In the book Myers focuses on two goals:  

1- What is the difference between the truth viewpoint and the 

truths view point. 

2- Why does Truth matter?  

Myers shares how quirky and determined Christian figures throughout 

history led the way in human dignity, science, art, medicine, education, 

politics, justice, and even the idea of meaningful work.  

“Truth Changes Everything asks the question ‘What kind of world would 

unfold if smart, determined people lived as if Jesus really was the 

Truth?’” writes Myers.  

At the end of each chapter, Myers provides practical steps to help 

readers become Truth-tellers today.  

How to Find Truth, and Use it to 

 Transform the World 



 

Get Connected:  

 
FB: 

https://www.facebook.com/summi

tjeffmyers 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/drjeff

myers 

 

"Pilate's piercing question to Jesus, 'What is truth?' resonates perhaps even 

more today than the day he asked it. In Truth Changes Everything, Dr. Jeff Myers 

answers that question. What's more, he tells us why what we believe about 

truth matters so very much. Readers will be challenged, encouraged, and 

strengthened by his life-changing message." Steve Green, president of Hobby 

Lobby 

 

"Dr. Jeff Myers has a unique gift for communicating the universal, unchanging 

Truth of the gospel. This insightful book shows the importance of biblical Truth, 

traces many under-appreciated ways in which Christians throughout history 

have impacted the world by living out that Truth, and gives practical advice for 

influencing our neighbors with the Truth that sets us free."  Jim Daly, president 

of Focus on the Family 

 

"Dr. Jeff Myers skillfully demonstrates how Christians' manifestation of God's 

surpassing goodness in all facets of life and civilization provides powerful 

evidence for the Truth of Christianity and the Bible, on which our faith is based. 

This Truth, indeed, changes everything, and in the best way imaginable."  Hugh 

Ross, astrophysicist; founder and president of Reasons to Believe 

 

"As an actor and filmmaker, I love good stories. And my friend Dr. Jeff Myers' 

book Truth Changes Everything is bursting with fascinating true stories of people 

who loved Jesus so much they could not help but change the world in everything 

from science to the arts. No matter how tough times are, we can do the same. 

If your faith and sense of purpose need a boost, I encourage you to pick up this 

book right away."  Kirk Cameron, actor and filmmaker 

 

 

PRAISE for Truth Changes Everything 

Dr. Jeff Myers is president of Summit Ministries, a Colorado-based 

nonprofit organization that equips and supports the rising generation to 

embrace God's Truth and champion a biblical worldview. Summit 

reaches hundreds of thousands of Christians each year through 

worldview training, events, books, curriculum, and other online 

resources. One of America's most respected authorities on Christian 

worldview, apologetics, and youth leadership development, Myers lives 

in Colorado Springs with his family. 
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• Please share how this book came about. 

• Your book has two goals. Explain what they are and why they are important? 

• “It is time to tell the Truth,” you write in the book. Why now? 

• Explain the difference between Truth and truths.  

• Why is it important for Christians to learn about historical Christians who committed their lives to Truth 

found in Jesus? 

• Why did you start with the plague to explain Truth? 

• How did you select the figures you highlight in the book? 

• What would you say to Christians who believe Truth is lost? What hope would you give them? 

• In the book, you write, Christians today can breathe life into others through conversations. Can you explain 

how that happens? 

• You share 14 ways to practice speaking up in a way that builds trust. Can you share one or two of those that 

our audience can use today? 

• “Truth rarely hits people over the head,” you write in the book. How is truth then revealed to people? 

• How should we communicate differently based on Truth? 

• Where can our viewers go to connect with you and purchase a copy of Truth Changes Everything? 

 

 

Sample Interview Questions for Dr. Jeff Myers 

Truth Changes Everything:   

 How People of Faith Can Transform the World in Times of Crisis 

 


